
[ Interconnectedness ] American Cancer Society - Marketing Team's Project Summary

Greetings, Butler University collaborators! Thank you for contributing to the American
Cancer Society’s Interconnectedness Project and for offering your knowledge, experience, and
fresh perspectives in our efforts to free the world from cancer.

The following is a project summary to help you get started with your class assignment.

Good luck! And don’t hesitate to reach out to our team at any time!

1. Your Project Journey Begins Now

Please take a moment to review an inspirational summary of the American Cancer Society’s
Interconnectedness Project.

American Cancer Society's Interconnectedness Project

Everything is linked.

Climate change, sustainability, social & economic injustices, health inequities, and other unfair
outcomes or prejudices. They all go hand in hand.

The American Cancer Society's Interconnectedness Project is not a campaign. It's not
necessarily an initiative either. Or an operational pillar.

It's an open-ended conversation between leaders and members of our communities inspiring a
long overdue and impact-making philosophy across our charity's four pillars of advocacy,
discovery, patient support, and development in our critical fight against a terrible disease that
affects 1 in 2 men & 1 in 3 women in the U.S.

There is no age group today that understands Interconnectedness more than Generation Z.
Because there is so much at stake for our younger counterparts, especially college ages 18 to
25+.

The planet's in peril. Social injustices abound. And both are linked - in their own pernicious ways
- to the cancer-challenged communities' fair and just opportunity for access to health care and
their ability to prevent and journey through cancer.



We are looking for creative, brilliant, motivated, and passionate Zoomers - the leaders of
tomorrow - to help the American Cancer Society discuss how to fold this overarching philosophy
of Interconnectedness - of socially responsible cohesiveness - into everything we do -- from
network fundraising products to corporate engagement to grassroots volunteerism to
distinguished events and more.

For the American Cancer Society's project, we'll assess the tenets of Interconnectedness as it
pertains to its impact on our life-saving mission, challenging our college participants how best
our charitable organization can raise our communities’ voices and increase our partners’
support to not just sit by but rather stand up - and stand by - Generation Z's hopes, dreams, and
desires for a better tomorrow.

There are no minutes to spare. The time is NOW to start making a positive change in this world.

To help reduce cancer mortality rates no matter how much money you make, the color of your
skin, your sexual orientation, gender identity, disability status, or where you live.

To envision a world free from cancer.

2. The ACS Marketing Team’s Interconnectedness Manifesto

Please take a moment to review the American Cancer Society Marketing Team’s internal
vision of why we think Interconnectedness is important. This is neither a playbook nor an

external campaign resource. It’s simply a guide to inspire our marketing team and
collaborators when it comes to better engaging Gen Z with our charitable organization.

[ CLICK HERE OR SEE ATTACHMENTS IN PROJECT MANAGER ]

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1m1sm5TIE7sh404QKlOjTV_wqGIQ4g1H-?usp=sharing


3. Marketing & Communications Goals

The American Cancer Society’s Marketing Team would like to develop a strategic
communications plan for better engaging Gen Z with our charity’s mission of fighting for a
world free from cancer. Here are a few initial goals that will evolve throughout this project.

Marketing & Communications Goals

a. Awareness & Education. Brainstorm and determine the best type of “Gen Z messages”
to bring awareness & education to our charity’s mission of fighting for a world free from
cancer.

b. Content & Distribution. Brainstorm and determine the best type of tactics/content
(storytelling pieces uplifting hope and direct impact) most appealing to Gen Z and which
channels/platforms 18 to 25-year olds are most likely to engage with our cancer fight.
Note: Gen Z perspectives often overlap with the youngest Millennial perspectives. 18 to
25 is not definitive but a close range.

c. Engagement & Influence. Brainstorm and determine the best engagement opportunities
that the American Cancer Society has to offer to Gen Z, e.g., volunteering, fundraising
‘products’, content production, employment opportunities, lower-end donations, etc.

d. Supporter Journey. Create a measurable supporter (or “customer”) journey that
combines goals a, b, and c in a way that plants the seeds of a cancer-fighting mission
spirit at a younger age. What tactics will we use? Pilot Timeline: Q3 & Q4 2022 (6 mos)

4. Marketing & Communications Challenges

The American Cancer Society’s Marketing Team knows that engaging Gen Z is a
demographic challenge from the outset. Here are the primary challenges we face when

engaging 18 to 25-year olds with our cancer-fighting mission.

Marketing & Communications Challenges

a. Generational Gap. The American Cancer Society’s Marketing Team concedes that -
apart from industry reports and statistical insights - a generation gap exists between our
staff and the 18 to 25-year olds we are trying to reach out to. Our dreams, goals, values,



culture, interests, fears, and concerns might not be aligned with Gen Z’s. Collaboration
from Gen Z experts as well as Gen Zers themselves is critical to our project’s success.

b. 100-Year Old+ Organization. Gen Z's first choice of charity isn't going to be an 108-year
old organization. How do we tie in their interests and make ACS relevant in an authentic,
genuine way? How do we compete with other Gen Z-popular charities of choice?
Note: St. Jude is considered ACS’s top competitor in name recognition and
engagement.

c. Losing Sight of Mission. ACS's mission is singular and unwavering: to free the world
from cancer. How do we stay razor-focused and incorporate the top social issues
important to Gen Z without weakening our cancer-fighting vision? How do we connect
the dots that climate change & social justice affects health justice and the cancer fight?

d. Authenticity. What messaging or actions do we need to think of that are authentic and
resonate with Gen Z without “turning them off”?

e. Reaching Gen Z. What is the best way to communicate with Gen Z? What channels do
we need to use to better engage with them?

f. Multicultural Generation. Multicultural audiences account for 50%+ of Millennials and
Gen Z. How can we get better at relating to and listening to the needs of multicultural
audiences?

g. Gen Z Engagement Potential. We realize not every Zoomer can afford even $5 to $10
donating to charity. They might not even have the time to take off from school or work to
volunteer either. What are the other ways we can engage Gen Zers?

h. Impact & Attention Spans. Our Gen Z psychologist we consulted with shared what we
need to grab Gen Z’s attention – show them our direct impact immediately or lose them.

5. Gen Z Audience

The American Cancer Society’s Marketing Team is not trying to reach all 68.2 Million Gen
Zers. Instead, we would like to take a focused approach by demographic subcategories.

Gen Z Audience: 18 to 25-Year Olds We Are Trying to Target

a. Gen Zers who have lost someone to cancer (parent, family, friend, etc.)

b. Gen Zers who have an interest research, STEM/science, medicine

c. Gen Zers who are social warriors, health (equity) activists

https://www.stjude.org/


d. Gen Zers who are interested in a nonprofit career path

e. Gen Zers who know (and can inspire) older generations to engage with our charity
(parents, mentors, or older friends who are in the corporate space, hospital partners,
SMEs, potential volunteers, potential donors, survivors themselves, or know someone
affected by cancer)

6. Ways to Get Gen Z Involved

There are many ways we picture Gen Z getting involved – whether it’s through our four pillars,
volunteering, donating, working for ACS, or referring older generations.

But what other ways can Gen Z engage with ACS that we’re not thinking of or tapped into?

American Cancer Society’s Four Pillars (of Operation)

There are (4) pillars in which Zoomers can get involved with the American Cancer Society.
Within each pillar, there are “products” (fundraisers, events, experiences, etc.) and “efforts”

(research, philanthropy, corporate relations, public policy/advocacy, strategic initiatives, etc.).

Here are a few products or efforts the Marketing Team thinks will resonate with Zoomers.

Discovery
Our cancer research branch

Patient Support
Our patient services branch

Advocacy
Our government branch

Development
Our fundraising branch

Research “Efforts”

SHE Program (partnership)

Patient “Services”

Road to Recovery

Hope Lodges

Public Policy “Effort”

ACS CAN

Fundraising “Products”

Relay for Life

Gamers v Cancer

Gold Together

ResearcHERS

Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer

DetermiNation

Real Men Wear Pink

Health Equity

While not a pillar – and more of a guiding philosophy – our strive to achieve health equity in
the cancer space stretches across all four pillars.

- Health equity is accelerating our mission of helping to stop cancer and those affected
by it the most | American Cancer Society and Health Equity

https://ukhealthcare.uky.edu/markey-cancer-center/research/summer-health-experience
https://www.cancer.org/treatment/support-programs-and-services/road-to-recovery.html
https://www.cancer.org/treatment/support-programs-and-services/patient-lodging/hope-lodge.html
https://www.fightcancer.org/
https://www.cancer.org/involved/fundraise/relay-for-life.html
https://www.cancer.org/involved/fundraise/gamers-vs-cancer.html
https://www.cancer.org/involved/fundraise/gold-together.html
https://secure.acsevents.org/site/SPageServer?pagename=researchers_home
https://www.cancer.org/involved/fundraise/making-strides-against-breast-cancer.html
https://www.cancer.org/involved/fundraise/making-strides-against-breast-cancer.html
https://www.cancer.org/involved/fundraise/determination.html
https://www.cancer.org/involved/fundraise/real-men-wear-pink.html
https://www.cancer.org/about-us/what-we-do/health-equity.html


- ACS is addressing health justice head on and the only entity researching cancer
disparities and their effects

- Social issues, including social justice - health equity - should resonate with Gen Z

- We are producing a 6-part mini-documentary series for our H.E.R.O. (Health Equity for
Research and Operations) efforts this year aligned with social justice and health
equity. Our work towards achieving health equity affects everything we do at ACS.
2022 H.E.R.O. Promo | Mini-Doc #1: Black Communities & Health Equity | LGBTQ+
(break-out video, Mini-Doc #4: LGBTQ+ in progress)

- We brought in poet and activist Staceyann Chin to speak about being a health equity
ally | H.E.R.O. in the Making Live! Staceyann Chin

- The closest our health equity philosophy gets to being a campaign is our Development
Fundraising “Product” called “League of Heroes” | Leaderboard

NEW! Interconnectedness (this is what Butler is helping us develop!)

While not a pillar – and more of a guiding philosophy – our strive to reach new audiences -
particularly Gen Z members ages 18 to 25  -  stretches across all four pillars.

Volunteerism

● Road to Recovery

● Hope Lodge

● ACS CAN (Campus Advocacy, Junior Cancer Fighters)

● Distinguished Events (internships, live support)

● Grassroots opportunities

● Community translators

● ACS support of Ukraine (crisis communications needs as they arise)

Donating

● https://donate3.cancer.org/ | Donating money to charity might be the most challenging
way for Gen Z to engage with ACS. What are other ways Gen Z might get involved?

Working for American Cancer Society

https://vimeo.com/669282198/ff3d5bffc5
https://vimeo.com/526277330/8545b9c53e
https://vimeo.com/680708124/fdac6645bf
https://vimeo.com/647092324/d9bbe81f44
https://www.acsheroes.org/league-of-heroes/
https://donate3.cancer.org/


Examples:

● Apply for job/internship at region's HQ (Chicago) at a LEED - Gold Certified building

● Flexibility to work remotely in 7 states in our region to decrease carbon footprint

associated with commuting

● Select major/minors prioritized in job/internship application process, e.g., environmental

studies, public policy, multicultural studies, diversity and inclusion, etc.

Gen Z Referrals

Gen Z might refer members of older generations they know to inquire or support:

● Distinguished Events (Galas, Golf)
● Network fundraisers (RMWP, ResearcHERS)
● Corporate, Philanthropy (cause marketing campaigns)

Untapped Possibilities
What else are we missing here? What are other ways Gen Z could engage with ACS?

7. Other Resources & Insights

Here are some other resources and insights to learn about the American Cancer Society
quickly, to see the latest marketing trends with Gen Z, and to provide inspiration completing

your class project.

Website Links

ACS Website
- www.cancer.org

“One-Stop” Shop ACS Resources
- Resource Index

Gen Z Consulting Firm

http://www.cancer.org
https://www.canva.com/design/DAE4cxYlsw4/x1xy3q2-mPekwH2Ugsf_HA/view?website#4:impact-statistics


- JUV (sign up for their newsletter)

Gen Z Psychologist
- Dr. Melanie McNally (we consulted with her for this project)
- Dr. McNally’s Interconnectedness Insights

Guiding ACS Marketing Principles

Brand Toolkit
- Google Drive Link to Brand Toolkit

Gen Z Stats and Graphics

How Gen Z Is Making an Impact. At the American Cancer Society, our Gen Z supporters are
most likely to volunteer or spread word of mouth (WOM) about our case. They are least likely to
donate or participate in advocacy (influencing public policy and systems).

https://www.juvconsulting.com/
https://www.destinationyou.net/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nS2PyL0NSO5ZE1jy5TBp3M4jV6EkwwfdbK_E_IIOvcQ/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1iOlRnvRbK_3zJHuosWLbyI5hjPpqzzq6?usp=sharing


8. ACS Marketing Team Contacts

The American Cancer Society’s Marketing Team is here for you every step of the way during
this course. Feel free to think of us as a resource if you have questions/feedback at any time.

Please contact us at any time. James Haenes is your team lead for this project.

Name Expertise Location E-mail

Angela Stacy,
VP of Marketing

Team Supervisor, Project Sponsor Nashville angelae.stacy@cancer.org

James Haenes,
Director of Marketing

Product Development, Video,
Storytelling

Chicago james.haenes@cancer.org

Amanda Bosherz,
Director of Marketing

Network Fundraising aka
“Leaderboard Fundraising”

Detroit amanda.bosherz@cancer.org

Lily Chen,
Director of Marketing

Digital, Social Media, E-mail, Lead
Generation

Ann Arbor lily.chen@cancer.org

Jeanne Natwick,
Director of Marketing

Corporate Relations, Media Nashville jeanne.natwick@cancer.org

Ashley Noonan,
Director of Marketing

Mission-based Messaging, also
Philanthropy

Indianapolis ashley.noonan@cancer.org

Peyton Sams,
Marketing Assistant

Social Media, Graphics, Press
Releases, General Support

Nashville peyton.sams@cancer.org

Taylor Smith,
Director of Marketing

Distinguished Events, Interactives
Experiences, Video

Nashville taylor.smith@cancer.org
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